Regeneration is not a puzzle, it's a mystery.

Alistair Grimes
Imagination is more important than knowledge.

Albert Einstein
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Creativity has got to start with humanity

Marilyn Monroe
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Creativity is the sudden cessation of stupidity.

Edwin Land
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An Alliance For Action
Agreed with key SURF partners and supported by Scottish Government and Resilient Scotland

Timing

JAN ‘13
FEB
MARCH
APRIL
JULY

Activity

Building The Alliance
National/Local Engagement
Exploring Local Assets + Connections
Initiating the APPP support
National Launch + Policy Debate

Govan Focus

East Kirkcaldy Focus

SURF APPP
A panel of academics, policy influencers and practitioners to guide and monitor progress

SURF Annual Conference dissemination and debate
A Message from Govan
Positive Pillaging
1. LINTHOUSE
2. FAIRFIELD
3. LYCEUM & GOVAN RD
4. WATER ROW, GOVAN OLD, PI & GOVAN CROSS
5. GRAVING DOCKS, CLYDEBRAE ST & GOVAN RD
6. DIGITAL MEDIA AREA, THE HUB & SCIENCE CENTRE, BBC
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Some Alliance for Action Partners

Oxfam Scotland
Carnegie UK Trust
University of Glasgow
The Scottish Government
NHS Scotland
Resilient Scotland Trust
Fife Council
Creative Scotland
ALBA | CHRUTHACHAIL
Highlands and Islands Enterprise
Heritage Lottery Fund
Joseph Rowntree Foundation